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'Pacifier' Service Revolver

Designer: Lorath Self Defense Force, United Manufacturing Cooperative Manufacturer: United
Manufacturing Cooperative (Suggested) Price: 500 HS. (Available to UOC military personnel and select
buyers) Individual Component Costs: Speed Loader: 50 HS Grips: 75 HS Cylinder: 50 HS Under Barrel
16 Gauge Launcher: 100 HS Under Barrel Accessories: 50 HS

Nomenclature Information

Name: Pacifier Service Revolver Type: Solid Ammunition Model: UMC-SA-HG-R-02-30 1) Role: Anti-
Personnel, Anti-Light Armor, Law Enforcement Length: 8 Inches / 20.32 Centimeter. Mass: 3.5 Pounds /
1587 Grams.

Discharge Information

Projection/ammo type: Solid Ammunition

Firing Mechanism: Double Action, when the trigger of the weapon is pulled when the safety is off, the
action results in the cylinder of the weapon being rotated, and the hammer being brought back and
brought down. When the hammer makes it's downward motion, it impacts the transfer bar which is
moved into position by the pull of the trigger, the transfer bar impacts the primer primer of a bullet in
one of the chambers of the cylinder, thus igniting the charge within the bullet's casing. The resulting
ignition produces heated high pressure gas which propels the bullet from the chamber and down the
barrel. Alternatively, when utilizing an attached under barrel launcher, the transfer bar can be moved
into an alternate position to allow for the energy from the hammer's impact to be transfered to the firing
pin of the cartridge in the launch-tube thus igniting the charge in the cartridge casing.

Caliber2): 9.1mm x 10.16mm x 35mm. This caliber is also known as the “Peacekeeper Thirty-Eight”, and
is often written as “Peacekeeper .38”.

 Note: NAM 12mm, LSDF 12mm/.50, Zen .45, NAM .45, and KZ 10mm calibers available by
request.

 Ranges listed are applicable in 1g of gravity

Effective Range 70 Meters. Maximum Range: 290 Meters. Minimum Range: 0.

Muzzle Velocity: 1750 Ft/s / 533.4 M/s

Muzzle Blast: The reuslting muzzle blast from the weapon's discharge is a wide cone shaped yellowish
flare of heated gases.
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Firing Mode: Double action, single action, under barrel accessory

Recoil: The recoil of the Pacifier is easily manageable so long as the compensator function is included in
the weapon, however if the weapon is modified, the recoil becomes rather heavy.

Rate of Fire: Semi-Automatic

Damage Rating: Varies depending on ammunition utilized, however with standard Peacekeeper
ammunition damage ratings do not exceed 2.

Ammo Description

Name: 9.1mm x 10.16mm x 35mm or Peacekeeper Special Thirty-Eight Visual Description: Rounds are
stored in the cylinder of the revolver, each round has polished brass casing with a polished gray steel
bullet. Ammo: Can carry eight rounds, yet is holstered with seven. Damage Description: Against
standard humanoids such as Nepleslians or Geshrin, the Peacekeeper Special inflicts heavy kinetic
damage and delivers a deep tissue wound, however the round is designed not to over penetrate the
target to prevent excessive organ damage.

Name: Lorath Solid Munitions 9.1 x 10.16 x 35mm Visual Description: Round descriptions vary
depending on round function Ammo: Up to eight rounds. Damage Description: Varies depending on
ammunition

Name: Under Barrel 16 Gauge Launcher. Payload To be used with Lorath Solid Munitions, however, has
been designed to be utilized with an electrical pulse delivery slug. Application: When fired, the electrical
pulse delivery slug is launched from the barrel, it then impacts the target individual and implants a set of
electrodes into the target's tissues or upon their clothing. After the contact is made, a series of electrical
pulses are released from the slug. Visual Description: An optional accessory located beneath the barrel
of the pistol. Ammo: 1 Damage Description: Damage varies depending on ammunition, however, the
electrical impulse slug is designed to stun the target and cause neurological disruption and muscle
spasms which are non-lethal. Damage Rating: 0

Weapon Mechanisms

Safety: Yes, a selector switch located beneath the cylinder. Fire mode selector: Yes, a selector switch
located beneath the cylinder, each firing mode is illuminated through the use of a low-power OLED
indicator lamp. Weapon Sight: Yes, iron sights. Attachment Hard points: Yes, grip-butt mounting
point, under-barrel mounting point. Illuminated Firing Mode Indicator: The Pacifier includes an
illuminated firing mode indicator located at the rear of the weapon beneath the hammer. The indicator
utilizes a three-color display to indicate if the weapon is on safe (green), under barrel accessory (yellow),
or primary ammunition (red). Neural Lock System: Like the Peacekeeper Personal Communicator, the
Pacifier has been designed to include a neural lock system which would prevent unauthorized personnel
from handling the weapon by authenticating the user's identity based on their neural electrical signature.
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Maintenance Information

Field Maintenance Procedure: It is recommended that the weapon be cleaned and oiled after every
usage. Every twelve months a battery located in the grip must be replaced to allow for proper unit
function. Replaceable Parts and components: All parts are interchangeable with replacements which
can be ordered from the manufacturer. A majority of the components can be swapped without the use of
tools, however, some components may require the use of common-place hand tools to be accessed or
replaced.

Visual Description

History

With the formation of the United Outer Colonies and the United Outer Colonies Peacekeeping Forces, the
weapons which were utilized by the soldiers of the Fifth Expeditionary Fleet became a sign of a time gone
by. A new weapon design was needed to fit to the style and needs of the United Outer Colonies
Peacekeeper Forces. The Peacekeepers are not only soldiers of the United Outer Colonies, but also the
police force of the colonies, expected to handle disputes and protect civilians, for this task they required
a weapon which would portray the character of their role while being able to deliver a performance which
would ensure the safety of the Peacekeeper and bystanders.

The 'Pacifier' was developed by the United Manufacturing Cooperative and the Lorath Matriarchy to fit
the needs of the Peacekeeper forces. The design of the weapon could be traced back to the Hand Cannon
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utilized by the Lorath. In the process of development, the UMC took note of the requirements expressed
by Peacekeeper officials. To observe the needs of the Peacekeepers, the 'Pacifier' was designed with
safeguards in place to prevent the weapon from being excessive in its force. A compensator system was
installed standard into the weapon to allow the weapon's propelling gases to escape prematurely from
the barrel, thus decreasing the kinetic force of the discharged round and reducing the damage which
would be inflicted upon the target.

1)

United Manufacturing Cooperative - Solid Ammunition - Hand Gun - Revolver - Model 02 - Year 30
2)

Bullet width, casing width, casing length
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